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• High-level view of the network classifier in action. • Information panel showing major statistics and a
training data history. • Links to sample training data, a test harness, and the SOM and K-Means clustering
examples. • Clear and concise on-line help. • Fast VB Graphics for network classification error and SOM

cluster formation. • Fast pruning algorithms create a nested sequence of different size networks, to facilitate
structural risk minimization. • Integrates with the Tensor Network Editor. • Fully automated; requires very

few parameter choices. • The tool is now open-source software: Download Nuclass and the Tensor Network
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Editor from the link below. • To obtain a demo version and a set of training data, click the link in the title of
this tool. Nuclass is a tool that was created to help you train and validate classification type networks

including the multilayer perceptron (MLP), functional link network, piecewise linear network, and nearest
neighbor classifier. The self organizing map (SOM) and K-Means clustering are also included. Fast pruning

algorithms create a nested sequence of different size networks, to facilitate structural risk minimization. User-
supplied txt-format training data files, containing rows of numbers, can be of any size. Example training data
is also provided. Fast VB Graphics for network classification error and SOM cluster formation are included.

Nuclass Description: • High-level view of the network classifier in action. • Information panel showing
major statistics and a training data history. • Links to sample training data, a test harness, and the SOM and

K-Means clustering examples. • Clear and concise on-line help. • Fast VB Graphics for network
classification error and SOM cluster formation. • Fast pruning algorithms create a nested sequence of
different size networks, to facilitate structural risk minimization. • Integrates with the Tensor Network

Editor. • Fully automated; requires very few parameter choices. • The tool is now open-source software:
Download Nuclass and the Tensor Network Editor from the link below. • To obtain a demo version and a set
of training data, click the link in the title of this tool. Nuclass is a tool that was created to help you train and
validate classification type networks including the multilayer perceptron (MLP), functional link network,

piecewise
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For more information, visit: Dissertation Film (Experiments in Ethics) Credit and Open Learning at NC
State University Please subscribe to the Pitzer Community Youtube Channel: Transcript from the Jan 26,

2009 TED Radio Hour: You'll notice that this is an old video, so parts of it might not make sense to modern
eyes. [Transcript] Jonathan Singer: My name is Jonathan Singer. I am one of the founders of CodeHS, and

the director of the CodeHS Center for Civic and Economic Learning, of which the Pitzer Community
Service Learning Center is a part. And one of the things that we're trying to do is to make the best of the

world that we're in, to make the most of the opportunities, and the amazing opportunities of the internet and
the digital age, that we're living in, but to do so, to bring the best out of that world for us as citizens, and to

bring the best out of our democracy. And it comes from this view that a much better outcome can happen if
we work together. A much better outcome can happen if we collaborate and learn to work with each other. If
we're willing to work together in a collective, participatory way, a much better outcome can happen. And so

this is really the framework of the CodeHS concept. I'm going to show you, in just a few minutes, an
example of something that has just come out of the collaboration. But, this kind of collaboration is not just

about information. It's about people. It's about connecting. It's about building, it's about creating
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opportunities for a better outcome. It's about action. And so I'm just going to show you a video. It's a video
that I shot right now. It's in the grassy hills of Mesa de Oro, between the Grand Canyon and Las Vegas. And
so if you're in Las Vegas, you'll see some of the same signs that you have seen in Arizona. You might ask,
well what is the point of this video, and why did I film it? Well, I'm going to show you a picture, and I'm
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Use trained network to classify data without requiring test data. The network is created by specifying the
number of hidden neurons, and the classifier characteristics that will be used. Three of the most widely used
classification algorithms are provided: one-versus-all, one-versus-one, and multi-class. These algorithms are
all supported by the same network classifier. Hidden neurons can be visualized using a nested sequence of
special design networks. The size of each network is user specified, and shows how the number of neurons
changes as a function of the size of the data. The networks are created by training data supplied by the user.
Training data can be any size, in any format. The data can contain the raw measurements, categorical
variables, continuous variables, or proportions for each class. The user can also supply data matrices and
their data frames, or their base R data.frame objects. The size of the training data can be scaled to any size.
If the user would like the networks to be trained on a large matrix, the user can use the discretized Karhunen-
Loeve transform (KLT) to compress the data. KLT is fast, and can scale to as many features as necessary.
The data is then split into sets by class. The classes can be numeric, categorical, or character. For numeric
class data, the classes can be discretized and a threshold can be specified. For categorical class data, the
classes can be binned. K-Means clustering can be applied to the classes. The user then supplies three types of
data: labeled network, unlabeled network, and validation. The unlabeled network is used as a fast way to
judge the quality of the labeled network. The labeled network is the output of the classification algorithm,
which is then run on the test data. The data can be labeled, and the labeled data can be visualized using the
network. The results can be exported to the spreadsheet. The unlabeled network is simply the weights of the
neurons. The unlabeled network can be saved to disk and the saved network can be used to create a SOM, or
can be used for new labeled networks. The validation network is the neurons that make up the output layer. It
can be saved to disk and the saved network can be used to create a SOM. The network classifier can be
found at the website,

What's New In Nuclass?

A sample of Nuclass running as of version 1.2 is provided below. A typical training data file that Nuclass
uses is also provided. A more detailed description of Nuclass follows. In order to use Nuclass you must have
a license for the Nuclass Small or Nuclass Pro v.1.2. If you do not have one of these licenses, please visit for
details of purchasing a license. This package includes: * An AIFile that can be used with Nuclass. * The
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Nuclass training script, nuclass.ps1, which will run Nuclass v1.2. * Nuclass training data file, nuset.txt. *
Nuclass output directory, nuoutput. * Nuclass self-organizing map (SOM) and K-means output directory,
nusom. * Nuclass training data file, nuset-sm.txt. * Nuclass training data file, nuset-pro.txt. * Nuclass
training data file, nuset-cl.txt. * Nuclass training data file, nuset-pn.txt. * Nuclass training data file, nuset-
ps.txt. * The following 3 images: Sizing_Tau.png, Feature_Selection.png, and Sizing_Som.png. * This zip
archive is limited to the installation of Nuclass and its three images. To use Nuclass: 1. Copy the Nuclass file
to any directory. 2. Copy the nuoutput directory to any directory. 3. Open a command shell window and cd to
the nuoutput directory. 4. Run Nuclass.ps1. Nuclass will automatically find the nuoutput directory. 5.
Nuclass will automatically find the AIFile. 6. Nuclass will run the training script, Nuclass.ps1. 7. Nuclass will
display a summary of the training progress. 8. Nuclass will display the training data that was used to train the
model. 9. Nuclass will display the training data that was used to train the model. 10. Nuclass will display the
model that was trained. 11. Nuclass will display the model that was trained. 12. Nuclass will ask for a feature
selection method. 13. Nuclass will display all selected features. 14. Nuclass will ask for a feature selection
method. 15. Nuclass will display all selected features. 16. Nuclass will display the results of the K-means
clustering. 17. Nuclass will ask for an output directory. 18. Nuclass will create the output directory. 19.
Nuclass will display a list of files that were copied to
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System Requirements:

Memory: 256 MB RAM HD: 300 MB space to install the game. Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card
Processor: Processor is not required Network: Broadband Internet connection Software: Windows XP, Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Please note: – The English version has been translated to Spanish. – If
your PC doesn’t boot into the game properly and the screen is black
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